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TRAVEL SITE momondo recently carried out an extensive
survey of Brits’ travel spending habits of 2017. It found that
47% of Brits set money aside regularly to be spent on
holidays, 18% pay for a trip in installments, 15% save by
making regular contributions to a fund shared with friends
or family, 13% sell things, 7% take an extra job in the lead
up to the holiday, 6% borrow from a bank, 4% borrow from
friends or family and 3% let out their home while away to
hoard extra pennies.
The company's Neil James Cartwright said: ”Our survey

shows travelling is of the utmost importance to Brits, who
habitually stockpile cash, sell unwanted items and even take
on extra jobs, in order to regularly get away. To us, this shows
Brits understand a holiday relaxes you in a different way when
you take it abroad, far, far away from the daily grind.”  

While one in five of us don’t worry about how expensive
or inexpensive the holiday is, the report found that 29%
prefer to save money on accommodation and 27% of us
look to save on flights – perhaps by choosing slightly less
convenient flight times. Some 25% of Brits aim to save on
meals and snacks during the holiday by stocking up at the
local hyper Marché and cooking for themselves when
possible. Furthermore, 24% prefer to choose cheaper
evenings out and 19% choose cheaper (or free) excursions
and sights to see. 
In addition, 16% save money on car hire by booking in

advance and shopping around for the best deals. Lastly,
15% of Brits prefer to save even more money by opting to
avoid car hire entirely and utilise public transport to reach
destinations.  

Pictured are agents from the Vertical Travel Group Homeworking Conference, Your Holiday Booking and Instant Holidays conference, which
was hosted at the five-star Porto Platanias Beach Resort & Spa in Crete. Attendees enjoyed three days of educational visits to J&G Villas,
Anemos Luxury Grand Resort, Domes Noruz and Conte Marino Villas. From the left are: Sue Sexton, Lesley Dean, Janet Sprigg, Jayne
Chapman, Alice McCarthy, Jenny Cawley, Susan Forsdike, Susan Hilton, Barbara Maddocks, Denise Barcessat, Jackie Pike, Laura Slater,
Chris North, Jacqui Wieksza, Jessica Lucas, Mike Cliffe-Jones, Jackie Blewitt, Kaye Sharples, Nick Gibson, Neil Smith, Julie Cliffe-Jones
and Paula Nuttall.
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New report reveals how Brits save & spend on their 2017 holiday
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Trump & Potter named as kids' dream holiday companions
AS PARENTS plan upcoming family holidays, taking into consideration location, budget and
travelling distance, it seems that kids aged four - 12 are more concerned with finding a
holiday that has plenty of sun, water parks and an all-important X-Box, according to a new
video created by Snaptrip.com
The company quizzed kids to find out where they are going on holiday this year, and

asked them who they would like to go with, how far they think they are travelling and what
items they cannot travel without.
When it comes to travelling distances, children thought they’d be travelling as far as

20,000 miles to reach their holiday destination. Harry (aged ten) and May (aged seven)
guessed that they’d be travelling 1,000 miles to reach Canada when it is in fact 3,600 miles,
while some guessed that Leeds to the Lake District was a 400-mile journey.  
Whilst the children were looking forward to their holidays in locations such as Canada

and France, it is clear that the UK is still a popular destination. The children named the
Lake District and London as favourites, with one young man announcing, “I love that
place!” when he heard Cornwall, because that is where he spent three days surfing and
"it's where I got my t-shirt from". 
When it comes to travel buddies the children seemed to have some more peculiar

requests with President Donald Trump, fictional Harry Potter because "he's very good at
protection with all those spells", and comedian Jack Whitehall named as dream 
travel companions. 
When asked what items they couldn’t travel without, the responses varied between the

sensible ‘suitcase’ and ‘goggles’ to the ‘X-Box’ and the classic ‘mobile phone’ and ‘iPad’. 
And when asked to discuss their dream holiday destinations, surprisingly the children’s

idea of a dream holiday may not differ too much from parents with “somewhere hotter”,
“near a beach”, “water park” and “Paris” named as top responses. 

The big event takes place on Monday September 4 at 
London’s Langham Hotel. 

But be quick - the early bird booking rate is only  
open until June 2! For more information visit  
travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/tickets

BOOK YOUR SEATS to attend the best industry 
event of the year, Travel Bulletin’s Star Awards!

newsbulletin

DENMARK’S TIVOLI Gardens has reopened for the summer season with some new facilities in the
pipeline and a lively calendar of events. Work is currently underway for the park’s new Tivoli Corner
due to open in November. The building will house an eclectic Food Court on the ground and first floors
alongside retail space. The remaining space will be added to Tivoli's Nimb Hotel for 21 new rooms and
a roof top terrace overlooking Tivoli Gardens.

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 19 20174

Ski lift pass offer from
Inghams

INGHAMS HAS launched an
early 'buy one get one half
price' lift pass offer for the
winter 2017/18 season,
valid on limited departure
dates to the French resorts
of Tignes and Val d’Isère. 

Exclusive to the
operator's guests, the offer
applies to adult-only,
whole area, six-day lift
passes and is pre-bookable
up to two weeks prior 
to departure.

Departure dates where
the offer is valid include
January 20 and 27,
February 3 and March 10
and 17, 2018. 

For guests who have
already booked their stay
in Tignes and Val d’Isère
for next winter, the offer
still applies and guests will
be contacted.
To book or for more
information see
inghams.co.uk/ski-
holidays or call 01483-
791114.
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TAKING THE MICKEY…More than 30 Travel Counsellors visited the company’s head office in
Manchester last month for a ‘Florida Takeover Day’ to find out the latest information about what the
destination has to offer, as well as the opportunity to meet with 15 suppliers including hotels,
attractions, resorts and airlines. Pictured with Mickey and Minnie are, from the left: (top to bottom)
Vicky D’Arcy and Gary Wilson; with (second row) Angela Parker, Karen Wilson, Anita Devonport,
Stephen Rowley, Amanda Barker, Amanda Rudham, Gaynor Burgess, Leah Mackay, Catherine Mackey,
Neil Smith (with Mickey and Minnie Mouse); with (third row) Lizzie Adamson-Brown, Sarah Graham,
Lynne Jordan, Jenny Brown, Helen Dunn, Karina Bawler and Barbara Sutton; and (bottom row) Paula
Hancock, Madelaine Corley, Terry Anne-Owens and Ian Hughes.

New worldwide tours
from HF Holidays 

HF HOLIDAYS is launching
five new worldwide tours
for 2018, with early
booking offers and free
connecting flights to
London also available. 
The new tours include a

13-night 'Andes, Coffee
and Coast Walking in
Colombia', a 13-night
'Japan – Gems in the
Ocean', a ten-night
'Grenada - The Spice Isle',
an 11-night 'Rajasthan &
the Golden Triangle'
option; and a 12-night
'Vistas of Newfoundland'.
Early booking offers are

available for holidays
booked by July 31 and the
first 100 bookings made
will save £100. Free flights
from local airports to
connect with the operator's
group flights from London
are also offered, as is a low
deposit of £99. In addition,
all bookings will be
automatically entered into
a prize draw with the
winner getting the full cost
of their holiday paid for.
For more information visit
hfholidays.co.uk or call
0345-470 7558.

Manchester’s new treetop attraction,
Treetop Nets, opens for half-term
ELITE HOTELS Manchester’s treetop adventure attraction,
Treetop Nets, which is located at the heart of Manchester’s
Heaton Park, will open its gates to the public on Saturday
May 27 - ideally timed for half-term and May bank holiday
family fun.

The attraction, which is suitable for everyone aged three
and up, offers an aerial woodland adventure featuring a
collection of giant trampolines, walkways, slides and
tunnels, all made from super bouncy netting, suspended up
to 40ft off the ground - for fun high up in the treetops.
Prices for two hours start from £13 per person.

Sister attraction, Treetop Trek, is also set to open in June
and will feature a ropes course and more than 20 different
zip wires.
For further information see treetopnets.co.uk or call 01539-
447186.

MOVERS
�  ELITE HOTELS has appointed Marc Buxey as group sales
director.

�  THE BOARD of Brighton i360 Ltd has appointed Steve Bax
as executive director for British Airways i360.

�  FLYBE HAS appointed Simon McNamara as its new
director of communications reporting direct to CEO,
Christine Ourmieres-Widener.

�  THE TRAVEL Franchise and sister company, Not Just
Travel, have appointed Olympic gold medallist legend,
Daley Thompson to be their brand ambassador and new
face of the company, and John Hays of globally
recognised Hays Travel to be their new advisory 
board director.

Celebrity Constellation undergoes refresh
CELEBRITY CRUISES’ Constellation is currently being fitted with new culinary concepts
and suite enhancements.

Lisa Lutoff-Perlo, president and CEO of the cruise line, said: “We are continually
pushing the boundaries of the cruise experience, so we are adding some incredible new
features to Celebrity Constellation. 

“In addition to introducing the ever-popular restaurant Qsine, we are launching an
entirely new culinary experience, Top Deck Burger Bar. On top of that, we’re also incredibly
excited about the addition of our rooftop terrace and the iconic Taste of Film experience.
Additionally, we are unveiling other ship enhancements to our suites, revealing a stunning
shopping bazaar and our signature portrait studio.”

These new venues and updates are scheduled to be completed on May 26 when the ship
emerges from dry dock.
For more information see celebritycruises.co.uk
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NEWS BITES

A NEW WORLD of ninjas is coming to
the LEGOLAND Windsor Resort this
month with the launch of LEGO
NINJAGO World. 

The new land will take guests
through interactive NINJAGO
character scenes to test balance,
agility, speed and creativity: Zane’s
Temple Build, Kai’s Spinners and
Cole’s Rock Climb. 

After tackling the activities and
perfecting their ‘Spinjitzu’ skills,
young ninjas will be prepared for
LEGO NINJAGO The Ride, which is
the first UK attraction to use 4D
effects of heat, smoke and wind,
alongside Maestro hand gesture

technology. This enables riders to
virtually throw fire balls, shock waves,
ice and lightning using their hands
with 3D image projection throughout.
Up to four ninjas can sit in each ride
vehicle where points are scored
battling against snake tribes, skeleton
ghosts and King of the Skulkuns,
before facing a giant serpent. 

SuperBreak is offering a range of
packages to the theme park which
combine overnight accommodation
with park entry. 

Packages start from £204 per family
of four including one night at the three-
star Holiday Inn Express Slough and a
day’s ticket to the park in early June. 

Visit superbreak.com/agents for 
more details.

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 19 20176

newsbulletin

FORT FRIENDS…Product managers from TCA Abu Dhabi’s key UK
tour operators met in Abu Dhabi recently to explore the UNESCO
World Heritage Sites and varied cultural attractions of Abu Dhabi’s
second city, Al Ain, in the run-up to Arabian Travel Market.
Pictured outside Al Jahili Fort are, from the left: Anna-Maria
Janssen and Petya Stoyamova, The Holiday Place;  Jane Dawkins,
TCA Abu Dhabi; and JK Mesuria and Shwe Waddy from Value
Added Travel.  

Tauck announces European river cruises and excursions for 2018
TAUCK HAS announced its European river cruising plans for 2018, and the coming year will see the launch of two all-
new cruise itineraries, the debut of two radically redesigned ships, plus added enhancements to the shore excursions
featured fleet-wide.

New for 2018 are itineraries on the Danube and Rhine; the 14-day Royal Danube, Berlin & Krakow and the 11-day
Rhine Enchantment, Milan to Amsterdam. The company has also merged two of its itineraries on the Rhone, French
Waterways and A Taste of France, to form the ten-day Savoring France: Paris, Lyon & Provence which includes two
nights in Paris and a seven-night Rhone River cruise on the company’s MS Emerald riverboat.

As an example, the Royal Danube itinerary (prices from £4,445) begins with a three-night hotel stay in Berlin,
complete with two full days of guided sightseeing. 

Guests then travel by high-speed train to Nürnberg, where they’ll embark on the company's MS Savor riverboat to
begin a seven-night cruise along the Danube that visits Bayreuth, Kelheim, Straubing, Linz, Krems and the Wachau
Valley before arriving in Vienna. 

Along the way, guests enjoy a choice of sightseeing in each port of call, ranging from history-focused excursions
exploring World War II, to a walking tour of Jewish heritage sites. The itinerary concludes in Krakow, Poland with an
included three-night hotel stay, again with guided sightseeing, and includes an optional visit to Auschwitz and a
memorable subterranean farewell dinner at the Wieliczka Salt Mine.
To book or for more information visit tauck.co.uk or call 0800-810 8020. 
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� ADVANTAGE TRAVEL Partnership has announced that its
one-day conference, Meetings Master Forum, will take place
on Wednesday July 5 at Montcalm Royal London House,
Finsbury Square in London. The consortium has also
launched a booking incentive for members of £1 per
delegate for events held at preferred partner hotels until
the end of the year. 

� TO CELEBRATE the launch of the new Virgin Atlantic service
from Heathrow to Seattle, Hertz is offering Virgin Atlantic
customers 10% off car rental and up to 1,000 miles of Hertz
Gold Plus Rewards. Details at hertz.co.uk 

� TUXEDO MONEY SOLUTIONS has announced that it has
been purchased by investors Erik Fällström and Andreas H
Tuczka, of Aldridge EDC Specialty Finance Partners (AEDC).

NINJAGO World attraction opens this month at LEGOLAND Windsor Resort 
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VILLA SELECT has expanded its portfolio of self-catering
rental villas to include properties in Madeira and mainland
Greece for the first time. 
A total of 13 new villas have been introduced in Madeira,

sleeping between five and ten guests each and all with
access to either a private or a shared swimming pool. 
Choices include the three sister villas Casa Xavier, Casa

Tiago and Villa Torres, each accommodating six guests and
within 50m of a quiet pebble beach in Calheta. 
For larger groups, Casa do Carlos sleeps ten guests and

is close to the centre of Madeira’s capital, Funchal. Along
with leisure facilities including table tennis, table football, a
pool table and fitness equipment, a stand-out feature of
Casa do Carlos is the heated indoor pool which can be used
year-round. On the outskirts of Garajau, the ten-person
Villa Terra has sea views from the terraced garden and is
accessible for a wheelchair user.
Halkidiki sees the introduction of five new properties in

the Hanioti area. Here, the one-bedroom Villa Ormylia
would suit a couple on a romantic break, with a private
pool, whirlpool and sauna along with daily housekeeping
and a welcome basket including wine and fruit. 
The largest villa in the cluster is Villa Sane, which sleeps

eight across four bedrooms. Guests at any of the Halkidiki
properties have access to a shared spa offering an indoor
salt water thalassotherapy swimming pool, gym and beauty
and massage treatments (at an additional cost).

The company's brand manager, Becci Aldridge, said:
“With the introduction of these villas in Madeira and
Halkidiki, we now have the biggest choice of properties
available year-round.
“Temperatures in both destinations remain pleasant

throughout the winter months, with flights available beyond
just the peak summer season. We’re now taking bookings
to Madeira and Halkidiki for autumn 2017 and beyond and
look forward to offering rentals in both destinations
throughout the whole of 2018.”
To book or for more information call 01789-595435 or see
villaselect.com

Villa Select expands self-catering
properties into Madeira & Halkidiki

newsbulletin
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•   NEW: Win a three-night stay at the
Marconfort Benidorm Suites, with Shakatak
tickekts

•   A four-night stay at the Melia Las Dunas in
Cayo Santo Maria in Cuba to be won

•   Win a luxury spa day for two, plus
champagne and chocolates with Experience
Kissimmee Florida

•   Win an Amazon Echo every week with
Jet2holidays 

Jet2holidays announces largest
summer programme for 2018
INDEPENDENT TRAVEL agents now have more choice with
Jet2.com and Jet2holidays launching their biggest flights
and holidays programme for summer 2018 to date. It
includes 37 new routes, more than 9.6 million seats and
thousands of two- to five-star hotels on sale.

The airline and package holiday specialist is announcing 37
new routes across its nine UK bases, with almost one million
extra seats meaning an 11% increase in capacity.

The programme covers 57 destinations and 292 routes
and new announcements include an expansion of
Halkidiki and Costa de Almeria; growth to Turkey with a
60% capacity increase representing more than 140,000
additional seats for summer 2018; major expansion in
Greece, with more than 250,000 additional seats for next
summer, as well as Kefalonia, Kos, Rhodes and Corfu all
seeing significant expansion.

In addition, more than 75,000 additional seats are being
offered to Italy with Naples and Verona enjoying growth, and
there has been a significant expansion to Cyprus with more
than 110,000 additional seats.

Just weeks after commencing flights and holidays from
Stansted and Birmingham airports, the companies have
announced an expansion for next summer from both
airports, with 13 new routes from Birmingham and five
new routes from Stansted. There is also significant growth
at Belfast International with Northern Ireland
holidaymakers set to enjoy eight new destinations,
including six exclusive routes.

with Eileen...At home
What has h

omeworker Eile
en

been up to this month?

by EILEEN SAUNDERS of Travel Counsellors 
To respond to any of Eileen’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Australia here I come! At the moment, I’m busy
getting organised for my trip and trying hard
to get my work up to date. There is always so

much to do before going away that no matter how
organised I am, I normally feel exhausted by the
time I finally get on that plane.
By the time you read this I will be in Sydney. I’m

not looking forward to the long flight but I can’t wait
to see the family and particularly my ten-month old
granddaughter who, up until now, I’ve had to watch
grow up on ‘Skype!’.
On previous trips, I’ve always stayed at hotels in

Sydney, but this time I’ll be staying with the family.
So with a young demanding baby around, this is not
going to be the same style of trip I’m used to. I’ll
probably need a holiday when I get back!
Almost all the bookings and enquiries I’ve been

dealing with recently seem to be to mark special
occasions.
I recently booked a cruise for a client’s 70th

birthday in June and I’m now sorting out a trip for
their 50th wedding anniversary trip later this year.
Similarly, I booked a 25th anniversary trip to

Barbados a few months ago and, as the same couple
are due to celebrate landmark birthdays next year,
they have asked me to arrange a trip for them to
Madagascar in April. 
Even the South Africa trip I mentioned in my last

column was to celebrate a 50th birthday. I’m pleased
to say I managed to find availability over Xmas for
the clients and my hard work and perseverance
finally paid off with a booking for £15k.
Just had clients return from Italy where they

celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary in Venice
before heading to Lake Garda for a few days. When I
contacted them to welcome them back, they told me
they’d had a wonderful and memorable trip which
was great to hear as special occasion trips always
come with such high expectations.
Off now to get started on my packing. Will tell you

how my trip went in my next column.
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Booking incentives
�  As pArt of its Indochina free flights promotion,
Luxury Gold curated by Insight Vacations is
giving agents the chance to receive a Jamie
Oliver Cookery school Experience for the
Vietnamese street Food class. Agents need to
secure a booking for one of three trips before
May 31 for the chance to win. Itineraries as part
of the promotion include the 12-day spirit of
Vietnam, 15-day Cambodia & Vietnam in style and
15-day sensational Vietnam & Laos. Agents can
entice customers with complimentary international
flights to Asia on all three itineraries. to
redeem the cookery school experience, agents
should email their name, booking number and
agency to agency.sales@insightvacations.com

�  trAVEL 2 is giving agents the chance to win one
of four £100 restaurant vouchers as part of its
latest Japan campaign in partnership with the
Japan National tourism Organisation. to be
entered into the prize draw, agents should make a
qualifying booking to Japan with return flights
and a minimum of three nights’ ground arrangement
by May 31. see travel2.com for details. 
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TALLINN TRIP… Travel Counsellor BruceCains won a Tallinn goodie bag and two 24-hour Tallinn cards from Visit Tallinn inTravel Bulletin’s recent online competition,where he had to correctly answer threequestions.

agentbulletin
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Extreme personalisation: how tech can revolutionalise guest experiences
IN A SESSION on ‘Extreme personalisation’ Tony Roberts, vice
president UK & Europe of Princess Cruises, spoke about the
line’s new concept, OCEAN Medallion, which has been
launched to ‘connect people, place and cultures around the
world and create unforgettable experiences’.

Medallion is about size of a 10p piece and weighs about the
same. Passengers are issued with their own Medallion before
they travel and they wear it whilst on board to make
experiences personal and interactions simple.

Along with the launch of OCEAN Compass and OCEAN
concierge, the idea behind the new concepts are to remove the
service burden from the crew so that they can enjoy better
interactions with guests.

For example, guests can use the new products and services
to make spa, dining and shore excursion reservations; use it to
shop; place orders for food and drinks; and locate their party
members amongst other things. This eliminates the need for
passengers to carry identification or credit cards. 

Roberts said: “The level of personalisation that you would
associate with six-star holidays has become possible on a ship
that carries 3,600 people. 

“However, it’s the human element that counts; it’s the man not
the machine that delivers the extreme personalisation, so you
don’t have to understand the technology to be able to enjoy it. 

“In fact, very often it’s the best technology that is usually the
one that remains invisible.”

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 19 201710

conferencebulletin

CLEAN UP MISSION…Pictured enjoying the Bourne Leisure dine-
around are, from the left: Alison Roberts and Denise Hodgson
from Travel The World 2 with Jon Scofield from Crystal Cruises. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER, Alistair Pritchard
from Deloitte, spoke about how people’s
decision to travel has many external
influences – from blogs and videos
through to mobiles and virtual reality –
and looked at how things like currency,
terrorism and what he called the ‘Trump
Factor’ have influenced the industry. 

An interesting point he made was how
the ban on laptops on flights could affect
the industry more than what we think if it
extended to flights from the UK. 

For example, with no entertainment
on short-haul aircraft, families would
increasingly opt for mid- or long-haul
destinations. He also pointed out that
many large companies – his included –
have policies in place than ban
employees from putting laptops in the
hold (as they hold sensitive data). So if a
UK ban was put into place, a four-day
business trip would be rendered useless.  

Touching on the recent NHS cyber
attack, Pritchard warned delegates that:
“Hospitality and transportation are

amongst the top ten sectors that have
been a victim of cyber attacks” and
advised delegates to make sure their
software is kept up to date and they have
anti-virus software in place. 

Commenting on emerging
technology, Pritchard observed how
many large travel companies were now
implementing concept stores, wearable
technology and virtual reality, and
pointed out that by the year 2025 mobile
connectivity in the UK will be 100%.
According to Deloitte research, 13% of
people who experience a virtual reality
vacation go on to either book a trip or

contact the hotel or transportation
companies. However, 78% of travel
agents haven’t yet invested in chat or a
call back service - an area that
Pritchard asserts needs investment.

He said: “Over 30% of airports will be
trialing wearable technology by the end
of 2018. Empowered by digital devices
and social connectivity, customers are
increasingly dictating what they want
and companies need to be able to meet
these expectations.  

“Travel agents need to evolve faster
to keep pace with the changing face of
business and consumer preferences.
They need to be an expert, not only in
providing inspirational offerings, but
also to provide updated and real-time
travel advice.

“I’m still upbeat about consumer
spending on holidays in 2017 but
uncertainties around Brexit, Sterling’s
weakness and growing inflation 
are bound to catch up in the
subsequent years.”

Themed ‘Man & Machine’, this year’s Advantage Conference - at
Club Med’s Opio en Provence - examined the emergence of new
technology, how it will impact the industry and how we can
harness it to our benefit…

�  ADVANTAGE CHAIRMAN, Steven Esom, told delegates that the
consortium has a bold ambition to be a world-class business. He
said: “As an industry we’re not immune to change - and change
will accelerate. At Advantage we have spent increasing amounts of
time to ensure we have the right relationships and the right
products. The launch of Advantage Holidays provides members
with exclusive content and we’re continuing to improve our
communication and marketing. The essential difference with
Advantage is that we’re all owners. We’re thriving and investing in
our people, our proposition and our product and we’re here to
support members in their business.”

�  NEXT YEAR’S conference will be held in Miami, USA from May 10-13. 

�������

Brexit, cyber attacks & the ‘Trump Factor’: industry influences beyond our control?
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Jet2holidays offers you a popular destination known
for being the quietist of the Balearic islands and the

home of mayonnaise

Complete this Su Doku puzzle and then go to the competition section 
on travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and submit the 
highlighted numbers.

A...     B...     C...     D...

Closing date for entries is Friday, May 26th.

The winner for May 5th is Joanne Jewson from 
Dawson & Sanderson. 

Number: 020

Across 
1. How many new bases did

Jet2holidays launch in 2016?
(3) 

3. Hanoi is the capital (7)
6. Country setting for the new
EastEnders spin-off TV drama
series, Redwater (7)

8. San Francisco International
airport code (3)

9. Felipe VI is king of this country
(5)

11. Istanbul Ataturk International
airport code (3)

12. Hawaiian greeting (5)
13. Indian state (3)
15. Iconic Isle of Wight landmark,
The ___ (7)

16. Ancient city at the foot of Mt
Etna (7)

17. A winning tennis serve (3)

Down 
1. Scottish pop rock band, sounds
like a US state (5)

2. South American river (7)
3. Capital of Laos (9)
4. New City of London hotel and
members' club, The ___  (3)

5. Italian city (5)
7. Non-European country which
competes in the Eurovision
Song Contest (9)

10. State capital of Maine (7)
12. Ancient civilisation (5)
14. Shane Richie's character,
relocated from Walford to 6
Across (5)

15. Narita, Tokyo International
airport code (3)

For the solution to the Crossword and
Where Am I? 

Please see page 26

Win an Amazon Echo with 

Crossword

N
um

be
r: 

02
0

  
 
 

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10

11

12 13 14

15

16 17

 

   

�A

�B

�C

�D

Where is 
#Nikki from 

the Jet2Holidays’
Tradeteam this

week? 
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Expedia Affiliate Network announces
launch of new agent booking module 
EXPEDIA AFFILIATE Network (EAN) has launched an agent
booking module for its Affiliate Voyager product, equipping
agents with complete visibility to make bookings directly on
the customer’s behalf as well as manage customer
enquiries. 

Its launch offers another way for partners to access
competitive hotel rates and availabilities in addition to the
company’s API and ‘Hotels.com for Partners’ template
solution. Launched in 2015 as a way for agents to manage
bookings made through the EAN API, Affiliate Voyager is a
simple and speedy portal used by more than 2,500 of
Expedia’s own agents worldwide, designed to drive
incremental revenue, customer satisfaction and make life
easier for travel agents. 

The booking module expands the range of tasks an agent
can perform themselves. With comprehensive search,
comparison and payment options on more than 290,000
properties, the programme allows agents to deal with
customer enquiries and make and manage bookings directly
rather than asking their hotel supplier to do it. 

In addition to sending, reconfirming and cancelling
itineraries, it allows agents to make changes to the traveller’s
personal information, travel dates, property, room type and
bed configuration. Agents can specify and change travellers’
special requests, view cancellation policies, search booking
and payment history and create multiple itineraries. For more
information go to ean.com/affiliate voyager

START YOUR JOURNEY NOW
WWW.DIGITAL -TRIP.COM
Email: info@digital-trip.co.uk / Call: 01202 702 226

WE PACK 
MORE IN!

MORE FUNCTIONALITY

MORE CONNECTIVITY

MORE FLEXIBILITY

OUR TRAVEL TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS ARE THE PERFECT 
FIT FOR YOUR ONLINE BUSINESS

WE PACK 
MORE IN!

      09:15:44

technologybulletin

�  FINNAIR AND FINAVIA, together with Futurice, are testing the use
of face recognition technology for the check-in process of flights at
Helsinki Airport. During the test period the companies will gather
information on the usability of face recognition technology in an
airport environment. 

�  QANTAS HAS switched on inflight Wi-Fi for customers travelling on
its internet-capable Boeing 737-800, offering free connectivity on
Australian domestic flights.

�  RICH MEDIA Exchange has launched its visual content resource in
the UK, giving travel agents and suppliers the ability to create,
archive and access thousands of images and videos to drive
customer engagement.

�  FACEBOOK HAS released new summer consumer behaviour data
that shows mobile’s role in creating seasonal connections. Last
summer, 93% of all summer conversation on Facebook and
Instagram took place on mobile, and ‘Travel’ was among the top
topics that sparked the most social moments on the social platform.

�  FLORIDA’S FIRSTVirtual Reality rollercoaster will open on June 16 at
SeaWorld Orlando. Kraken Unleashed will use a custom made
digital overlay with specially designed headsets, fully integrated
both mechanically and electronically into the train, to take guests
on a deep-sea mission inspired by legendary sea creatures of the
past. Visit seaworldagents.co.uk

�������
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David Moon, Advantage’s head of business
development, asks if it’s time agents started taking
more risks...

HOW LUCKY are we to work in such a great
industry? I have just returned from an
amazing weekend at the Club Med Resort

Opio en Province, attending the Advantage
Conference.
Our annual conference really is our showcase

event and we always aim to deliver thought-
provoking content focussing on not just what is
happening now but also what the future looks
like. This year’s theme was Man and Machine,
with a clear emphasis on the word ‘and’.
Jason Bradbury (formerly of the Gadget Show)

was one of our keynote speakers and he opened
the conference by looking at how the pace of
technology is going to accelerate over the next
ten years and the likelihood that we will
experience a thousand years of technology
change in the space of the next decade (Google
Moore’s Law for the theory).
We also heard about how voice recognition is

developing rapidly and the future role that may
play in our lives and the lives of our customers.
All interesting technological stuff but what about
the here and now?
One of the conference sessions was presented

by Feilim Mac An Iomaire who is head of PR at
Paddy Power. Now we all think of Paddy Power as
an online gambling business, which they are,
whereas they also see themselves as an
entertainments business. Their session was

definitely entertaining and a bit risqué in places! 
Feilim’s theme was about standing out in a

crowded market place, which is exactly what
Paddy Power did when they started out. If you are
familiar with any of their advertising you will
know that they are not adverse to taking the odd
risk or two (take a look on YouTube). As Feilim
admitted on stage, some of the ideas they have
had for driving their media coverage hasn’t
always worked. However, that hasn’t stopped
them from continuing to take risks.
This really got me thinking about travel

websites and social media. If you look at travel
websites in particular, many carry the same type
of phrasing, wording and imagery. This means
that the same type of message is being
communicated to the consumer from 
different sites. 
Therefore, how do consumers choose a company

to do business with if they are all more or less
saying the same thing? Are we too risk averse in
travel? Can you take a few more risks and look at
taking some different angles with your current
marketing? If you don’t want to take the type of risks
that Paddy Power do, then why not find a quirky way
of delivering your message? The important point
being, do something different.
Finally I just want to come back to conferences.

Hopefully many of you have or will get the chance
to attend a travel conference of some type. At the
Advantage Conference our members get to meet
many of our business partners, learn new things
from inspirational speakers as well as the chance
to discuss best practice with fellow travel
professionals. 
Conferences can be such a good investment of

your time so if you do get the chance to attend
one, I’m sure you will find it worthwhile.

"Why not find a quirky way of
delivering your message? The

important point being, do
something different."
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BRAND USA has released two new badges on its travel agent training platform, the USA Discovery
Program. The Chicago badge focuses on the variety of experiences holidaymakers can enjoy in the
city, while the Illinois badge provides users with state-wide content across the four tourism areas into
which Illinois can be divided. The launch of both modules coincided with Brand USA’s mega fam in
which 107 agents from the UK and Ireland travelled on seven different itineraries running
simultaneously, before joining together for a finale in Chicago, Illinois. The new badges join a host of
other Extra Learning materials available on the site, as well as ten experiential specialist badges,
including ‘Big City Buzz’, ‘Coastal Escapes’ and ‘Luxury’. A third Lee County badge will be 
released soon.

Experience
Kissimmee & partners

take to the road 
EXPERIENCE KISSIMMEE,
in association with Visit
St. Pete/Clearwater, 
Visit Tampa Bay and
SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment, recently
hosted a series of travel
agent training events in
Scotland, Preston,
Newcastle and London.
Showcasing what

Kissimmee, Tampa, St.
Pete/Clearwater and
SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment have to
offer, the roadshow
included updates on
accommodation options,
new attractions, shopping
and dining, with sessions
designed to help agents
sell the destinations and
products to customers.
Jo Piani, UK & Ireland

account director for
Experience Kissimme,
said: “This is the first time
we are doing the roadshow
with St Pete/Clearwater,
Tampa and SeaWorld
Parks, and we are very
excited to showcase the
diversity of the region to
our trade partners.”
For more information
agents can go to
experiencekissimmee.com,
visitStPeteCleawater.com,
visittampabay.com and
seaworldparks.co.uk

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 19 201714
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Celebrity Cruises builds Edge-u-cation programme  
A DEDICATED HUB featuring information, videos and training modules all specific to
Celebrity Edge, the new ship recently unveiled by Celebrity Cruises and due to arrive in
2018, has been added to the Cruising for Excellence online agent e-learning resource. 
The new offering is part of the line’s global Edge-u-cation programme which is designed

to provide support to agent partners.
The hub includes a training module dedicated to all the new innovations found on-board

and a ten-minute video overview which explains new features such as the Magic Carpet (a
moving venue cantilevered on the side of the ship), Kelly Hoppen designed suites, villas
and staterooms, plus outdoor spaces such as the Rooftop Garden. 
A series of short films hosted on the hub also include footage of accommodation options

and public areas of the ship showcasing its technology, style and design.
The line’s two-strong agent training team have commenced Edge-u-cation training with

virtual classroom sessions to bring agents up to speed with the new ship. Leon Hand,
training manager, and Emma Rigby, UK and Ireland trainer, have hosted 350 agents in the
immersive Celebrity Edge virtual classrooms over the last few weeks.
Claire Stirrup, the cruise line’s director of sales UK and Ireland, said: “Celebrity Edge

was both unveiled and went on sale on March 13. Since then we’ve seen an unprecedented
level of bookings from our agent partners, particularly for suite accommodation. There will
be several more exciting reveals about Celebrity Edge coming later this year and next, and
agents will be able to find practical selling tips and important information all in one place
at the newly developed Celebrity Edge Hub. We continue to expand the training support and
tools on offer to agents as part of our mission to provide the best Edge-u-cation.”
Agents can also share the new video content with their clients as part of the selling

process and will receive a selling guide packed with specific information such as deck
plans and social media resources.
The trade sales team will be supporting agents in their Edge-u-cation and highlighting

the new hub on sales visits, as well as promoting the new training and video content on a
dedicated Facebook page for agents at facebook.com/celebritytravelagents. 
New mini-training modules will be added to the Celebrity Edge Hub as new features 

are announced.
For more information and to access the hub visit cruisingforexcellence.co.uk
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Prestige issues Atlantic Canada guide
& offers new Love2Shop incentive 
PRESTIGE HOLIDAYS has teamed up with the Atlantic
Canada Travel Partnership to launch a comprehensive
guide to the region. The booklet provides information on
how to get to Atlantic Canada along with its must-see
sights and attractions.
Each province is ideal for a stand-alone visit but they can

also complement each other, and the booklet offers
suggested itineraries in Newfoundland & Labrador, Prince
Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
Denise Hunn, Canada and USA portfolio manager for the

operator, said: “The Atlantic provinces boast Canada’s most
spectacular coastline – more than 43,000km – and every
seaside activity you can imagine: warm water swimming,
uncrowded beaches as well as amazing nature viewing
opportunities and stunning coastal scenery. 
“We hope that the new guide will get agents excited about

the destination and the diversity of the provinces, together
with the range of experiences each one has to offer.”
Agents can also enhance their own product knowledge

by completing the Atlantic Canada training programme. 
Agents who complete the programme by June 30 will be

entered into a prize draw to win one of three Love2Shop
vouchers worth between £25 and £75. 
Agents who have not received an Atlantic Canada booklet
can request one from Becky Baldock at
bbaldock@prestigeholidays.co.uk

training

ROYAL BRUNEI Airlines has launched a new training course ready for
trade partners to learn all about the brand, its capabilities, history
and destinations served. The five modules include fleet information
on the 787/Dreamliner and Airbus 320 in Business and Economy
Class; traveller information such as the winter schedule and check-
in details at Heathrow; fare choices and baggage allowance;
‘Discover Brunei’ focusing on where the destination is with details
about its culture, history & heritage, places of interest and things to
do; and a module detailing more about Ras Al Khaimah. The link to
the course can be accessed via royalbrunei4agents.co.uk    

New York City
embarks on UK
sales mission

NYC & COMPANY, New
York City’s official
destination marketing
organisation, recently ran
its 2017 UK and Ireland
sales mission, meeting
key travel agents 
and tour operators in
Dublin, Crawley, Surrey
and London. 
Reginald Charlot, vice

president of Tourism
Development Europe for
the organisation, said:
“With more than one
million UK visitors
choosing to travel to New
York City each year, and
with unprecedented new
developments taking place
across the five boroughs,
UK visitors have more
reason than ever to book a
trip to NYC.”  
The city has the most

active hotel development
pipeline in the US - with
approximately 112,000
hotel rooms as of February
this year and an expected
inventory of 137,000 hotel
rooms by the end of 2019.
For more information visit
nycgo.com

Funway swots up on
The Great Lakes of US 
AS PART of Funway
Holidays’ in-house training
programme, the operator
recently staged a Great
Lakes of USA training event
at its offices in Bromley.
The operator’s

reservations team received
training from visiting
representatives from the
Great Lakes including
Chicago, Minneapolis,
Springfield & Galena
Illinois, Michigan, Traverse
City and Detroit, as well as
Route 66 Illinois. The
format of the training day
included supplier
presentations and a
training quiz.
Malcolm Davies, product

destination manager for the
operator, said: “While we
all know that staff training
enhances knowledge, skills
and competencies, it’s
crucial to have the right
type of training. Our
dedicated training days
provide fun, tailored and
dedicated learning.”

AITO Specialist Travel Agents has
announced the criteria via which its
agents can gain points for the
organisation’s new Excellence
Accreditation Scheme.
The new scheme, which will run

alongside the existing AITO All Stars
programme, will reward agents for
their engagement within the
association as a whole - from using
the AITO logo on their website to

attending events and developing
partnerships with AITO operators
with which they haven’t previously
worked with. 
Throughout the year agencies will

be monitored and scored accordingly,
with the results and high achievers
being announced at the AITO Agents'
Gala Awards ceremony at the
association’s Domestic Conference,
to be held in January 2018.

Gemma Antrobus, chairman of
AITO Agents, said: “We recognise
that those agents who use the
association and its facilities to the
fullest are also the highest
performing and most successful
agents. We want to ensure that all
AITO Agents are aware of the vast
array of services that can be utilised
and which will help them to grow
and improve their businesses.”

AITO Agents announces criteria for its Excellence Accreditation Scheme 
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PREMIER HOLIDAYS has launched new travel guides to Thailand to help agents sell the destination to
families and honeymooners. The two eight-page booklets include top resorts and activities for
families and couples, suggested itineraries to suit both markets and travel diaries from company
experts who have visited Thailand on a family holiday or for a honeymoon. Agents can earn up to £150
in shopping vouchers for every inclusive Thailand holiday, depending on booking value. To request
copies of the travel guides visit trade.premierholidays.co.uk or email sales@premierholidays.co.uk

Wendy Wu’s ‘Big Asia
Sale’ returns 

WENDY WU Tours is
launching its Big Asia Sale
with savings of up to
£1,000 per couple across
tours to China, Southeast
Asia, India and Japan for
2017 travel. 
Now available across the

operator’s biggest-selling
tours, customers have until
June 30 to book a 2017
departure at a discounted
rate. The offers can also be
combined with loyalty
discounts, giving
customers the opportunity
to save an additional £250
per person.
Tours include flights,

domestic transport,
accommodation, touring
with guides, entrance fees,
all meals and visa fees
when applicable. 
As an example, the

company’s 26-day ‘Grand
Tour of China’ now costs
£3,490 reflecting a saving
of £500 per person and
offers a comprehensive
exploration of China’s top
destinations, including
stays in Beijing (with a trip
to the Great Wall), Xian
(visiting the Terracotta
Warriors), Shanghai plus a
visit to the Panda
conservation centre in
Chengdu. Guests will also
experience a four-night
cruise on the Yangtze River
and a walk in the Stone
Forest in Kunming.

KTO brings PyeongChang2018 Winter Games to London
THE KOREA TOURISM Organisation, in collaboration with the PyeongChang2018 Winter
Olympic Committee, recently brought the PyeongChang2018 Winter Games Road Show
to London.
Taking place at the Four Seasons Hotel and in the presence of H.E. Joonkook Hwang,

the ambassador of the Republic of Korea to the UK, the CEO of Korea Tourism Chang
Soo Jung and Hyung Koo Yeo, secretary general of the PyeongChang2018 organising
committee, the evening gave a snap-shot of next year’s Winter Olympic Games. 
Key points included venues and infrastructure, the regional tourism potential of the

Gangwondo region and the legacy the event will provide in the form of the new rail
connection between Seoul and the PyeongChang cluster. 
It was also the chance to introduce and connect the official Authorised Ticket Seller

(ATR) ‘Sports Travel & Hospitality Group’ (STH) to the travel trade in the UK. STH will
soon launch Team GB Live, a platform developed in partnership with Team GB to
enable those wishing to book ticket inclusive travel packages to the Games. 
From February 9-25 next year, the city of PyeongChang will welcome almost 5,000

athletes from nearly 100 nations for the first Winter Olympics to be held on South
Korean soil. Athletes will compete for more than 102 gold medals in 15 disciplines
across seven sports. In total, 12 venues, split between the PyeongChang Mountain
cluster and neighbouring city Gangneung coastal cluster, will be used during the 17
days of the Games. 
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THE HONG KONG Tourism Board (HKTB)
has launched Old Town Central, a new
tourism district that encapsulates the old
and new, east and west cultures of 
Hong Kong. 
To provide visitors with a unique

perspective when exploring the area, five
themed walking routes have been designed,
highlighting historical architecture and
landmarks, arts and culture, along with
dining outlets and lifestyle boutiques.
The tourist board will also be working

with trade partners to promote guided tours
focusing on the richness of Central, as well
as with local celebrities and long-time
expats to introduce the district’s hidden
gems through PR campaigns and 
digital platforms. 
Dr Peter Lam, chairman of the tourist

board, said: “Each district in Hong Kong

has its unique culture and characteristics,
and Central is an important landmark in
the development of Hong Kong history. 
“It is a place where East and West, past

and present coexist and collide. ‘Old Town
Central’ aims at repackaging the rich
elements of Central and Sheung Wan,
including historical architecture, arts and
culture, culinary treats and hidden gems,
and promoting these to visitors and trade
partners in the hope of bringing more
visitors to explore the dynamic district. 
“‘Old Town Central’ is an evergreen

promotion programme and new elements
will be added to it in the future. The HKTB
plans to adopt this concept in other districts
in Hong Kong to encourage visitors to
explore the local culture.”
For more information visit
discoverhongkong.com/otc-eng

Hong Kong Tourist Board launches Old Town Central   
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Just You takes off to Thailand in latest brochure
JUST YOU is off to the Land of Smiles in 2018 with the launch of a 14-
day tour of Thailand.
The journey, with prices from £2,099, begins with a three-night stay in

Bangkok and an evening city tour that soaks up the atmosphere and
aromas whilst travelling in a tuk-tuk. A journey along the city’s canals
(or klongs) follows a morning spent exploring the historical sites of
Bangkok. From a long-tail boat, explorers will see the traditional wooden
townhouses, visit the Royal Barges National Museum and admire the
Wat Arun temple.
To the north of Bangkok lies the UNESCO-listed ruins of Ayutthaya,

the capital of Siam between 1350 and 1767. The tour continues north for
a three-day stay in the mountainous city of Chiang Mai, with overnight
stays along the way in Phitsanulok and Phrae. 
The journey culminates in a three-night stay at the beach resort 

of Cha Am.
Colin Wilson, sales director for the single traveller specialist, said:

“The variety of scenery in Thailand is amazing; from the bustling city of
Bangkok to the chilled out beaches of Cha-Am. They all have their own,
unique charm and our tour allows explorers to immerse themselves into
Thailand’s fascinating culture. 
“Thailand is a welcome addition to our expanding list of destinations

on offer in the Far East which includes, among others, China, Mongolia,
Burma, Japan, Vietnam, Philippines and Borneo.”
Thailand is just one addition to the latest range of holidays offered

through the operator which sees a new tour in Florida, a Swiss Alps
walking adventure and an expanded river cruising collection.
Visit justyou.co.uk or call 01858-588406 for more details.
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Great Rail Journeys explores Japan in the snow 
GREAT RAIL Journeys ten-day far eastern trip ‘Japan’s Ice and Snow Monkeys’ is
currently on special offer and priced from £4,095 per person.
Louise Heatley, head of product and contracting at the company, said: “Japan in

winter is magical. This tour is a brilliant pick as it includes the Sapporo Snow Festival,
where clients can see imposing ice sculptures and a trip to the Snow Monkey Park,
where they can see these amazing creatures. With iconic cities and stunning temples
too, this tour shows Japan as a beautiful winter wonderland”
2018 departure dates are January 29 and February 4 and customers can save up to

£200 per person when booking their 2018 departure on or before June 2.
Visit greatrail.com or call 0800 240 4470 for more details. 

May 19 2017

SALA SAMUI Chaweng Beach Resort and Spa is being developed to offer a five-star resort on a palm-
fringed beach in Koh Samui. The resort is scheduled to launch in two phases, starting in November
with the opening of the Beach Wing, which will comprise 52 pool villas and pool suites. The second
phase, the Garden Wing, will be completed in 2018 and will comprise 83 rooms, pool villas and pool
suites, as well as a spa and gym, a garden swimming pool, an open-air kitchen experience and a
garden pool bar. Visit salahospitality.com

THE FIVE-STAR Legend Palace Hotel in the Fisherman’s Wharf
area of Macao is now open.  Inspired by the architectural styles of
18th century Monte Carlo, it is conveniently located adjacent to the
Macao Ferry Terminal and offers views over the Pearl River Delta.
The resort has 223 guestrooms and suites with butler and
limousine service plus a variety of bars, restaurants, shops and
leisure facilities. Visit legendpalace.com.mo

SpiceRoads updates
brand identity

SPICEROADS HAS
unveiled a new evolution
of its brand, including a
website relaunch.
Following nearly 20

years of product
expansion, the operator’s
range of worldwide
cycling tours has
commanded an updated
brand identity which
includes a new logo and
look, along with a new
slogan and name update;
SpiceRoads Cycling.
Known for its

operations throughout
Southeast Asia, a
significant aspect of the
operator’s new brand is
the segmentation within
its line of cycle touring
products. It focuses on
five cycling sub-brands:
Touring, classic bicycle
touring in emerging
destinations; Road,
challenging road cycling
for cyclists who want to
push their limits; Epic,
unique expeditions in
remote locations with
rare cultural encounters;
Trails, wild single track
adventures through
jungles and mountains;
and Excursions, short and
day trips that explore a
new city or destination 
by bicycle.
Daniel Moylan,

managing director of the
cycling touring operator,
said: “We believe the best
way to travel is by bike,
but there are so many
ways to experience a
country on two wheels.
Rather than bridge the
gap between cycling
preferences, our brand
will showcase each style
as an entity of its own.
Our growing product
portfolio already supports
the needs of all types of
cyclists and our branding
will now clearly
communicate this.”
View spiceroads.com for
more details.

Bangkok Airways
receives latest
ATR72-600 

BANGKOK AIRWAYS recently
welcomed its two latest
ATR72-600s at
Suvarnabhumi Airport.
The 70-seater aircraft

are the last two from a total
of nine delivered to the
airline and come equipped
with a new full-glass
cockpit and feature a high
comfort layout with larger
overhead compartments,
offering extra comfort 
for passengers. 
The planes will be serving

both domestic and
international routes such as
Phuket, Sukhothai, Trat,
Lampang, Luang Prabang,
Yangon in Myanmar,
Mandaley and Siem Reap 
in Cambodia. 
For more details visit
bangkokair.com
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NEW FOR 2017, Hoseasons is offering families a unique place to stay on the edge of the Jurassic
coastline. The Safari Tents are housed in landscaped grounds in Dorset and provide a unique glamping
experience, complete with fully equipped kitchen, shower room and private verandah with a BBQ for
alfresco dining. Some also have an outdoor hot tub. A three-night weekend break for up to eight
people at Waterside Safari Tents costs from £689 and a week costs from £975. Visit hoseasons.co.uk

New zip-line
experience in Wales 

ZIP WORLD Fforest
Coaster is a new
experience in Wales where
visitors can control their
speed as they weave, dart
and speed through 1km of
woodland scenery, while
taking in Snowdonia’s
mountain views.
Starting the journey in

the heart of the woodland,
the new all-weather
adventure reaches speeds
of up to 25mph and
includes ten hair-raising
bends and steep descents
down mountain terrain,
skirting 1.5m away from
the trees. Thrill seekers
are strapped into their
sledge with simple
controls, meaning that all
visitors from the age of
nine can take control of
how fast they go. 
The new attraction is

located in Betws-y-Coed at
the Zip World Fforest site.
Offering woodland-based
adventure for families, the
site is already home to: a
treetop-based bounce
adventure called ‘Treetop
Nets’; a zip line ‘Zip Safari’;
‘Plummet’, the world’s
highest Powerfan tree
parachute simulator; and
‘Skyride’, Europe’s highest
and first five-seater giant
swing which hoists visitors
80ft into the air.

WITH 2017 marking the 200th anniversary
of the bicycle, Wilderness Scotland is
highlighting its ‘Road Cycling – The Five
Countries Tour’.
Over 12 days, 800km and five countries,

guests will experience a journey to the
birthplace of the modern bicycle enjoying
some of the best road cycling in each of the
countries of Great Britain and Ireland on
this unique tour, pedalling routes used in
both the Tour de France and Giro D’Italia. 
The adventure begins in the Yorkshire

Dales National Park, heading through
Lancashire and across the border into
Snowdonia before crossing the Irish Sea
and a welcome rest day in the city of Dublin.

From the city the route heads west to the
coastal roads of Donegal and then to the
Antrim coastline of Northern Ireland, past
Giant’s Causeway and filming locations
from Game of Thrones. The trip’s final
destination is Dumfries and Galloway,
Scotland’s undiscovered gem, including
Drumlanrig Castle and Keir Mill, where the
pedal bicycle was invented.
The tour, which departs on September

11, costs from £2,695 per person including
11 nights’ breakfast accommodation, most
meals, transport, transfers and professional
guiding throughout. 
Call 01479-420020 or visit
wildernessscotland.com for more details.

uk&ireland

Premier launches Big Channel Islands summer campaign
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has launched its Big Channel Islands summer campaign after seeing
an increase in demand following the announcement of the general election.
The operator’s bookings for the Channel Islands have increased by 18% in the

intervening period between now and when the election announcement was made on April
18. To meet the demand, the operator has unveiled a selection of special offers to Jersey
and Guernsey valid for travel throughout the summer months and into early autumn. The
campaign also features last minute deals for travel in May. The offers include added value,
from free half-board to free room upgrades.
Travel agents can earn £5 in shopping vouchers for every inclusive Channel Islands

booking. Posters and images showcasing the range of activities and sights on both islands
are available to download from the operator’s website to enable agents to promote the
campaigns in their branches and on social media. As part of the build up to the campaign,
the company held two fam trips to Jersey in March and April for agents who had never
visited the island. 
Dave Kneale, national sales manager for the operator, said: “Our UK portfolio has been

selling well this year and we are focusing heavily on our core Channel Islands product and
giving it a big push for the summer months. 
“With all the uncertainty surrounding Brexit, the general election and other worldwide

events, the Channel Islands make the ideal stay-at-home holiday for families and couples,
while providing a continental feel at the same time.”
For more information visit trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call 0844-493 7444.

Wilderness Scotland takes to two wheels for Five Countries Tour
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BORN FROM an excursion to the Trackside pub next to the East Lancashire Steam Railway,
Railtrail’s ‘Steam, Rail & Ale Trail’ programme was hit upon by the operator’s owner Dave
Felstead and commercial manager Rob Carroll as a combination of two of their favourite
things - railway and brewing heritage.
The company’s ‘Steam, Rail & Ale’ programme has since grown to include Scotland,

Yorkshire & Staffordshire, with steam nostalgia interspersed with visits to independent or
craft brewers. 
As an example, the ‘Scottish Steam Rail & Ale Trail’ features a steam gala, a boat trip on

the Falkirk Wheel canal boat lift, a scenic rail journey through the Cairngorms, two
independent breweries and a craft brewer with prices starting at £545 for five days. 
Carroll said: “The campaigns to save our heritage railways and our real ale heritage

have so much in common. They were cast aside by the modern age, but preserved by
people with passion and determination, and both continue to prosper. This programme is
really catching the eye of our retail partners and we love working with agents.” 
For more information email maeve.carroll@railtrail.co.uk

Saga discovers King Arthur’s Wales
WITH GUY RITCHIE’S new film ‘King Arthur: Legend of the
Sword’ out now at cinemas, Saga is highlighting its five-day
break at the Stradey Park Hotel & Spa in Llanelli which will
enable guests to independently discover the landscapes of
Snowdonia where some of the film was shot.
The four-star converted Edwardian mansion overlooks

the Gower Peninsula and Carmarthenshire coastline, and is
pitched by the operator as the ideal base to explore Wales
and learn about the illustrious warrior Arthur. Early Welsh
literature has many tales which form part of the legend and
at Gower rests Maen Ceti, a huge capstone known as
Arthur’s Stone, where it is said the King’s ghost sometimes
emerges from beneath it.
As well as mysterious lakes (three claim to contain the

magical sword Excalibur) and standing stones, guests can
also enjoy two included half-day excursions to Cosmeston
Medieval Village and the Pembrokeshire Coast. A path from
the hotel leads to the centre of Llanelli, while walks and
cycle trails along the Millennium Coast Park provide
another way to discover the shoreline this summer.
Five nights’ half-board stay leads in at £529 on July 2,

August 27 and September 3 including half-board
acommodation, a dedicated representative, welcome drink,
porterage in the hotel and the two half-day excursions.
For more details visit saga.co.uk/wales
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WARNER LEISURE Hotels will be welcoming its Glamstonbury
Festival this summer, a celebration of glitter rock and pop music
from the late 70s. The festival brings together tributes to glam
rock with five live performances on every break. Headliners for
2017 include Bootleg Counterfeit Sweet, Essentially Elton,
Majesty, Mud 2, Starman – The David Bowie Celebration and Too
Rex. The festival break can be booked at Cricket St Thomas Hotel
in Somerset, Gunton Hall Coastal Village in Suffolk and Sinah
Warren Coastal Hotel in Hampshire. 

Railtrail combines steam, rail & brewing heritage in UK tours

Bateaux Windsor
cruises on sale with

SuperBreak
AGENTS CAN now book
Bateaux Windsor cruises as
part of a short break
package through
SuperBreak. Bateaux
Windsor is a new floating
restaurant that takes guests
along the Thames and 
past the sights of Windsor
and Maidenhead. 
The operator offers four

different dining options –
Afternoon Tea, Lunch,
Sunday Lunch and Dinner -
all of which can be added to
any hotel booking.
As an example, clients

can spend an afternoon on
the Melody enjoying Windsor
from the river with
traditional high tea and a
selection of sandwiches,
scones and patisseries on
the Afternoon Tea Cruise.
Priced from £35 per person,
the one-and-a-quarter-hour
cruise features piano music
and Berkshire scenery,
including Windsor Castle
and Windsor racecourse.
For more information visit
superbreak.com/agents or
call 01904-436000.
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Dublin Pass adds value with more attractions
CHECKING OUT the sights of Ireland’s capital city is set to become more
affordable and convenient with the introduction of new attractions and offers to
the Dublin Pass sightseeing card.
The pass provides entry to more than 25 of Dublin’s most popular attractions,

sights and landmarks, allowing visitors to save money and time on their
sightseeing in the city. For this summer, three newly-featured attractions will
enable customers to experience very different aspects of the city’s heritage. They
include Dublin Castle, EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum and The Irish
Rock’n’Roll Museum Experience.
Another popular Dublin Pass attraction, the Jameson Distillery, Bow St., has

also recently reopened following an 11 million euro refurbishment, enabling
visitors to go behind the scenes at the famous whiskey distillery; and at the
National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin Pass holders now gain free entry to
temporary exhibitions.
The pass also provides visitors with a range of specially-negotiated discounts

on tours and dining opportunities. New for summer are the 1916 Rebellion
Walking Tour with a 20% discount, which covers the story of the Easter Rising
and Ireland’s War of Independence; Lazy Bike Tours’ guided electric bike tours of
central Dublin on a 25% discount; and Railtours Ireland First Class, a series of
fully escorted tours to hotspots further afield, including Blarney Castle and the
Giants’ Causeway at a 15% discount.
The first Dublin Pass app for smartphones will also be launching this month

and includes full details, directions and opening times for all included
attractions, along with guides to different areas of Dublin, maps and useful
information on currency, free Wi-Fi spots and public services. A five-day Dublin
Pass is priced at 104 euros, with one-day and three-day passes also available.
Visit dublinpass.com for more details.

City Cruises acquires York
sightseeing fleet

CITY CRUISES has announced a
multi-million-pound deal following
the acquisition of York River Boats
Cruises. As a result, the fleet will
become more widely available for
travel agents and group travel
organisers to book for customers.
The purchase of the York River

sightseeing company, for £2.5million,
will see the brand expand from its
current operations in London and
Poole to 25 boats in three locations
across the UK. It will take full
ownership from this month and will
begin operating as City Cruises York,
with the aim of developing the brand
and allowing travel agents to benefit
from earning commission selling
boat trips on the River Ouse. York sits
on the traditional route for 
coach tours to Scotland and is a big
draw for tourists both locally 
and internationally.
For more information call 020-7740
0400 or visit citycruisesyork.com 
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From eagles circling snow-capped mountains to whales 

traversing deep waters, from ice-blue glaciers the size of 

skyscrapers to bright red totems, Alaska is every bit as wild 

as you imagine it to be, and even more spectacular. And 

there is no better way for your clients to explore the ‘Last 

Frontier’ than on board a ship that offers the last word in 

comfort – Viking Spirit. They will enjoy the very best value 

for money, with everything they need to enjoy themselves 

included in the price. Introduce your clients to the beauty  

of Alaska & The Inside Passage in 2019 with Viking Cruises.

Day 1 Vancouver, Canada Day 2 Scenic cruising, Inside 

Passage Day 3 Ketchikan, Alaska Day 4 Sitka, Alaska  

Day 5 Juneau, Alaska Day 6 Skagway, Alaska   

Day 7 Icy Strait Point, Alaska Day 8 Scenic cruising, 

Hubbard Glacier Day 9 Valdez, Alaska    

Day 10 Seward, Alaska Day 11 Seward, Alaska 

explore Alaska
in Viking comfort

20
1997 - 2017

YEARS
OF EXPLORING
THE WORLD
IN COMFORT

11-day Alaska & The Inside Passage  
2019 ocean cruise from £4,385pp

For business development opportunities call  
Jenny on 07966 995 012 or Andrew on 07825 986 996
For agency sales call Kelly on 0208 780 7968

Prices correct at time of going to print but are subject to change. From prices are per person 
and based on two people sharing the lowest grade stateroom available on Alaska & The Inside 
Passage, departing on selected dates in 2019. Prices valid until 30 June 2017. This itinerary 
is also available in the reverse direction. Depending on direction of itinerary a compulsory 
pre-cruise hotel stay in Vancouver may be required.  Single supplements apply. For more 
information please visit vikingcruises.co.uk/terms-conditions or call us on 0208 780 7985.

@VikingTradeUK  #madefortrade madefortrade.co.uk

       10:23
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AZAMARA CLUB Cruises has announced the addition of four new sailings to its line-up of Cuba voyages
for 2018. Departing from Miami, the sailings feature overnights in Havana, visits to two maiden ports
of call - Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba – and will offer more Cuba shore excursion opportunities for
guests to travel deeper into the country and connect with local cultural highlights.

HAL issues
ReadySetSail
promotion  

HOLLAND AMERICA Line
is offering free air from
London and selected
regional airports on
selected European 
cruises as part of its
‘ReadySetSail’ promotion. 
The promotion also

gives guests the
opportunity to save and
spend on select June 2017-
March 2018 cruises, with
onboard spending money
of up to US$500 per
stateroom, pre-paid
gratuities and more. If
guests book a suite on any
cruise, they will also enjoy
the benefit of $100 per
suite internet credit. The
special offer is available on
cruises booked by June 1.
As an example of the

range of cruises on offer,
guests departing on
August 15 for the ten-night
Adriatic Dream on MS
Westerdam receive up to
US$500 spending money,
plus pre-paid gratuities
and complimentary
European air with prices
starting from £1,649 
per person based on
double occupancy.
For more information see
hollandamerica.co.uk or
call 0843-374 2300.

cruising

OCEANIA CRUISES has unveiled its most extensive collection
of tropics and exotics itineraries to date.  

Featuring a range of voyages to Asia and Africa, the South
Pacific, Australia, Caribbean, Mexico and South America, it
offers a mix of destinations, boutique ports and off-the-beaten-
path gems with overnight and extended port stays.

Bob Binder, president and CEO of the cruise line, said: “Our
loyal repeaters and new to brand guests alike will appreciate
the tremendous breadth and scope of voyages, along with the
diversity of destinations and experiences that are offered.” 

The collection features 75 itineraries, 53 of them new,
including ten new South Pacific, Australia & New Zealand
voyages; 12 new Asia & Africa journeys; and 23 new
Caribbean sailings.
For more information visit oceaniacruises.com

Oceania unveils Tropics & Exotics cruises

DEMAND FOR voyages originating in Abu
Dhabi from Celebrity Cruises and MSC
Cruises has led to a record-breaking season
for the Abu Dhabi cruise industry.

Celebrity Constellation carried more than
13,000 guests – a 95% load factor – during its
six 12- to 15-night voyages that departed
from Abu Dhabi in the 2016/17 cruise season,
while demand for the upcoming 2017/18
season is also up 23% when compared to the
corresponding period last year. 

Michael English, head of business
development for the cruise line, said: “Last
year was the first year we sailed from Abu
Dhabi and we have had an overwhelmingly
enthusiastic response from both our agent
partners and our guests. We are now looking
forward to the 2017/18 season when Celebrity
Constellation will return to the region.”

Meanwhile, MSC Cruises will return for a
third successive season in 2017/18,
homeporting its 3,900-passenger MSC
Splendida at the Abu Dhabi Cruise Terminal
to meet growing demand for its 15 winter-
sun cruises in the region, many of which will

call at Sir Bani Yas Cruise Beach, the Gulf
region’s only desert-island cruise stopover.

Saeed Al Dhaheri, cruise tourism and city
tour development manager at TCA Abu
Dhabi, said: “By continually evolving our
cruise offering through initiatives such as the
recently opened cruise beach on Sir Bani Yas
Island, we are confident the example set by
Celebrity Cruises and MSC Cruises will act
as a catalyst for more cruise lines to follow
suit and deploy ships in Abu Dhabi.”

Overall, Abu Dhabi is forecast to welcome
more than 300,000 passengers from 148
calls made by 18 ships from 15 different
cruise lines during the 2017/18 cruise
season. This would be a double-digit
percentage growth in passenger numbers
from the 2016/17 season – a record-
breaking year – and an 8% increase in ship
calls. Looking still further ahead, an
economic impact and forecasting report by
Oxford Economics predicts that the Abu
Dhabi cruise tourism segment will attract
450,000 cruise passengers by 2020, rising to
808,428 in 2025.

Abu Dhabi’s cruise industry set for record-breaking seasons

A-ROSA promotes
adrenaline-fuelled

excursion on Danube
CUSTOMERS LOOKING for
something a little different
whilst on a river cruise can
try their hand at rafting on a
World Cup Course in
Slovakia with A-ROSA. 
The river cruise line is

offering an adrenaline-
fuelled excursion on an
island in the Danube 14km
from Bratislava, near the
village of Conovo. The 380m
long artificial course has
hosted international
competitions including the
Water Slalom World Cup.
During the summer

months, guests with the
operator can learn how to
become a rafting expert and
after receiving detailed
instructions, board the raft
and set out with their rafting
companions and guide (a
maximum of five per boat)
on a white water ride. 
The activity is available to

book on board and costs
from 129 euros per person.
Visit arosa-cruises.com for
more details.
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APT HAS reported significant growth
across its river cruise portfolio in the
first quarter of 2017, with 60% uplift in
sales compared to the same period
last year.

Angela Waite, the company’s head
of sales and commercial, said: “We’re
delighted to report a strong first
quarter across our river cruise
portfolio. Our European cruises
continue to grow at a steady rate,
while Asia in particular is delivering
stellar results. River cruising in these
regions is becoming a really popular
holiday choice for British travellers. By

combining an extensive choice of
departure dates with longer length
itineraries, luxurious river cruise
ships, sightseeing and culinary
experiences and deals we’ve created a
strong proposition designed to make it
much easier for our travel agent
partners to sell our holidays.”

The operator is launching a range of
special offers across its most popular
Asia tours and destinations. For
example, agents can offer clients the
chance to ‘Fly Premium Economy for
Free’ when they book any 2017 Luxury
Mekong holiday and the chance to

upgrade to Business class one way
from £575 per person. 

The company is also offering agents
the chance to book clients economy
‘Fly Free’ offers for all January to April
2018 departures across its Luxury
range of Vietnam and Cambodia
holidays. ‘Companion Fly Free’ offers
are also valid on Luxury Myanmar
holidays for 2017 and 2018. Offers are
valid on all bookings made before
August 31. 
For more information email
agentclub@aptouring.co.uk or call
080-0046 3002.

VISIT US AT WWW.AVALONCRUISES.CO.UK 
OR CALL US FREE ON 0800 440 2799

/AVALONTRAVELAGENTSUK @AVALONTRADEUKFOLLOW US:

Great fares from just £1,039PP 

 
 

 

2017 RIVER CRUISES  
SELLING FAST!

ABTA No.V3031

cruising
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Viking orders two additional ships
VIKING OCEAN Cruises and Fincantieri have signed a
memorandum of agreement for the construction of two
additional cruise ships, with an option for a further two.
The new builds will be sister ships to the six already
ordered and will enter Viking's fleet in 2021 and 2022
respectively. The agreement will be effective subject to
financing and other customary closing conditions. 

The new ships will follow the same design as the current
ships ordered and in operation, comprising of all-veranda
staterooms, accommodating 930 guests in 465 cabins. The
cruise operator will take delivery of its fourth ship, Viking
Sun, later this year and its fifth ship, Viking Spirit, in 2018. A
sixth, yet-to-be-named ship will be delivered in 2019. 
Visit vikingcruises.co.uk for more details. 

AFTER A THREE-year hiatus, Royal Caribbean will return to
New Orleans, Louisiana with the newly announced
repositioning of Vision of the Seas for the 2018/19 
winter season.

The 915ft cruise ship will sail seven-night itineraries to
destinations across the Bahamas and Yucatan Peninsula. Her
sister ship, Enchantment of the Seas, will move from Miami,
Florida to join Liberty of the Seas in Galveston, Texas, offering
four- and five-night Caribbean cruises that will complement
Liberty’s seven-night Caribbean sailings. The two new offerings
bring more options and easy access from the Gulf Coast for
adventure seekers in the region to embark on journeys to dive
destinations, ancient ruins and rainforests. 
Visit cruisingpower.co.uk for more details.

Royal Caribbean introduces new
adventures from the Gulf Coast  

APT celebrates growth in Far East river cruise market with Asia offers 
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Scenic reveals details of Discovery Yacht, Scenic Eclipse 
SCENIC ECLIPSE is the world’s first Discovery Yacht and the first ocean cruise ship from Scenic.

Heralding a new direction for the travel operator Scenic Eclipse will launch in the Mediterranean on August 31, 2018, and
her maiden voyage season will include The Americas; Antarctica and South Georgia; Europe and the Mediterranean; and
the Arctic and Fjords. 

The vessel will combine six-star luxury travel with discovery cruising for 228 guests. Each of the 114 suites features a private
verandah and lounge area, ranging in size from the 32sq.m Verandah Suites to the 247sq.m two-bedroom Penthouse Suite.

Nine dining venues will feature onboard - from the laid-back Azure Bar & Cafe to Lumiere French fine dining - 24-hour
in-suite dining, an almost 1:1 guest-to-staff ratio, butler service for every guest, spa sanctuary and plunge pools, discovery
leaders on all cruises, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, with all tipping and gratuities included. International flights
from a choice of UK airports with transfers to connect with the start of the voyage will be available.

Glen Moroney, founder and managing director of the company, said: “We’re extremely proud to present the full range of
experiences and on board facilities that make Scenic Eclipse the World's First Discovery Yacht. Over the last 12 months our
team of experts have honed the concept to fine tune each area to ensure our guests experience the ultimate in luxury and
discovery with the utmost safety.”

cruising

VOYAGES TO Antiquity is giving agents
the chance to win up to £35 worth of
Love2Shop vouchers from now until
the end of June by completing the
‘Voyages to Antiquity Expert’ online
training course and confirming a new
2017 booking.

In addition, all agents making a new
booking this month and next will be
automatically entered into a prize
draw to win a cruise for two people to

Cuba including flights, transfers,
gratuities, shore excursions and wine,
beer and soft drinks with dinner.

The line’s training programme
premieres its ‘luminary’ concept
where, upon completion of the
training, agents can become
‘Luminary agents’ and will have
access to further exclusive offers, VIP
fam trip invitations and advance notice
of new programmes.

Following the launch of its new
winter programme - which sees the
cruise line call into the destination
of Cuba for the first time – the
operator has added a new dedicated
Cuba and Caribbean 2017/18 module
to ensure agents have all the details
they could need to hand in order to
secure a sale.
Agents can register for the
programme by visiting vtaexpert.com

Love2Shop vouchers & Cuba cruise competition from Voyages to Antiquity 

Worldwide Cruise Collection 2018 
on sale now! 

Book Online at: www.cruiseandmaritime.com Call: 0844 411 6161
Agency Sales: 0844 414 6140  Brochures: www.trade-gate.co.uk

+

Quay Travel & Leisure Ltd trading as Cruise & Maritime Voyages. ABTA V9945. ATOL 4619. Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.  3587

12.5% Enhanced Basic Commission+ 

• Buy One Get One Free on all summer cruises
• Amazing Half Price deals for single travellers
• Additional savings and Free Places for groups
• 
• 6 night European Cities cruise from £379pp

Programme Highlights
• New! Mediterranean Odyssey
• New! Grand Scottish Lochs, Glens, Islands & Ireland
• New! North Cape, White Sea and Murmansk 
• 
• Columbus’ Grand Round the World Cruise 2018
• Multi-generational cruises in school holidays, 

bring the children and grand-children

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE
Book by

 31st May 2017
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CRUISE & MARITIME Voyages’ latest
addition to the fleet, Columbus, will arrive
at the London Cruise Terminal in Tilbury
next month with a special naming
ceremony taking place on June 8. 

One of the highlights of the ship’s first
season will be a 121-night world cruise
departing on January 5, 2018 from
Tilbury, and the line has extended its
‘buy one get one free plus’ deal until May
31 for the round-the-world voyage. 

Prices lead in at £7,499 per person
based on a fare of £14,999 for the
first adult and the second adult
travelling free. 

The operator is also offering a range
of added value benefits for ocean view
cabins, with included tips to crew
(normally £4 per person, per night), on-
board credit allowances up to £1,000 per
person or free travel insurance, plus
complimentary beverage packages with
lunch and dinner. These all depend on
the choice of cabin grade.

Mike Hall, head of marketing for the
cruise line, said: “Our BOGOF deal
with added benefits has proven very

popular hence the extension. This is
the travel experience of a lifetime and
already we have seen that some cabin
grades are on waitlist, as are many
single cabin grades. 

“It is easy to see the economics of
being away for four months with no
shopping, heating, fuel and other
household costs. Out via the Panama
and back via Suez plus 39 different
mouth-watering ports, now taking a
world cruise is no longer the perogative
of a few.”
More details can be found at
cruiseandmaritime.com or by calling
0844-998 3877.
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Gonna keep on travelling. 
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Much the same as now - up at 7am for exercise, research
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from this nightmare. Seriously, enjoy life.
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wake up later
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I plan to sell up and live by the sea.
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Move to Austria. 
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Join a cult
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Enjoy life on the beautiful beaches of the world!
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Custom build a classic car.
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Buy a house next to a forest & pursue my artwork 
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I will live on a canal boat with four pugs.

We asked our staff the following question this week:

What are you going to do when you retire? 
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Crossword:
Across: 1. TWO, 3. VIETNAM, 6. IRELAND, 8. SFO, 9. SPAIN, 11. IST, 12. ALOHA, 13. GOA, 15. NEEDLES, 16. CATANIA, 17.
ACE. 
Down: 1. TEXAS, 2. ORINOCO, 3. VIENTIANE, 4. NED, 5. MILAN, 7. AUSTRALIA, 10. AUGUSTA, 12. AZTEC, 14. ALFIE, 15.
NRT. 

Where Am I?:Menorca

puzzlesolutions

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 19 201726

Cruise & Maritime Voyages extends round the world BOGOF cruise deal 

cruising

Happy Birthday
Although lured by the bright lights of London,
Oliver’s a country boy at heart & will probably
be celebrating with a cider in hand.
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 01283 744307
www.rivieratravel.co.uk/agents

2017 DEPARTURES 
STILL AVAILABLE

Don’t forget: 

4  £549
7  £1,299
14  £2,499
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https://agents.rivieratravel.co.uk/agents


Jo in  the  ME Scene
in  Ib i z a  &  Mallorca 

Find  ou t  more  now to  r e c e i ve  an 
ex t ra  5% o f f  on  ho t e l  ra t e s .

I mmerse yourself  i n  a  dual  world
 of  relaxat ion  and  celebrat ion .

I ndulge i n  the  f i nest  cu is i ne   and 
cockta i ls  pools ide .

D iscover stunn ing secluded  bays
and  sandy  beaches.

#TheMEScene

Call 0808 234 1953  | Vis it meliapro.com  OR contact your tour operator.
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